scribed in the same study (5) , under cryptic names 2746799CE and 38777883CE, were deposited as Turmoil1 and Turmoil2 DNA transposons (C. elegans section RU 4.11, http:͞͞www.girinst.org) in the November 1999 release of Repbase Update. Together with Harbinger, these are the originally classified autonomous members of the Harbinger͞IS5 superfamily. Further DNA sequence studies of the Turmoil1 family in nematodes (C. elegans and Caenrhabditis briggsae) revealed its relationship to Touristlike elements (17) .
The existing sequence data do not contain sufficient information to prove that Harbinger or any other element from the Harbinger͞IS5 superfamily is currently active in eukaryotes. Indeed, before the paper by Zhang et al. (8) there was no direct evidence for active transposition of any Tourist-or Harbinger-like elements. The authors chose to pursue a mysterious class 2 family of transposable elements, PIFs, which were found to actively transpose in maize (18) . PIFs were first discovered by studying 5.2-kb and 2.3-kb multiple insertion mutations at the same target in the anthocyanin regulatory gene (R gene) in maize (18) . The R gene confers pigmentation to different maize tissues. The insertion of the PIFs into the second intron eliminates the pigmentation and their excision restores it, thus permitting observation of the cut-and-paste activity. The 2.3-kb-long element, named PIF-12, has been sequenced and deposited in public databases but its predicted ORFs failed to match any known protein sequences (18) . Apparently, although PIF-12(PIF2.3) and PIF5.2 are actively transposed, they are both nonautonomous elements that evaded broader classification. Classification of the PIF family in relation to other known families of TEs could be done only when Zhang et al. (8) isolated and sequenced a new PIF element associated with active transposition in maize and coding for a transposase-like protein. The authors followed different strains of maize with and without active PIFs by monitoring changes in plant pigmentation. Using PCR amplification with a predetermined pull of primers they were able to amplify a 3,728-bp element that cosegregated with PIF-active plants. Additional PCR amplifications confirmed that the absence of PIFa correlated with the loss of PIF activity. The authors also have shown that in some active strains PIFa has relocated from the original locus to other site(s). These findings indicate that PIFa itself is mobile and that it is a necessary element involved in active transposition of other PIFs. It is somewhat surprising that the critically important PIFa is shorter than its nonautonomous PIF5.2 relative. It would be interesting to determine whether or not such big nonautonomous companions can encode any additional proteins that coparticipate in the transposition process. In any case, isolating the active PIFa element is a very important contribution that will help to further our understanding of PIFs and related TEs.
The PIFa sequence contains a 331-aa ORF similar to putative transposases from Arabidopsis, sorghum, rice, nematodes (C. elegans and C. briggsae), and a basidiomycete fungus Filobasidiella neoformans. It was also found (8) to be distantly similar to IS5 and other bacterial insertion sequences listed above (5) . Similarities to putative transposases from rice and fungus have been reported for the first time. Nematode transposons called CE-PIF1 and CE-PIF2 in this report (8) (18) . Using Southern blot analysis they found this miniature PIF (or mPIF) to be abundant in maize (around 6,000 copies per haploid genome), but not in sorghum or rice. Based on the 3-bp target site duplications and terminal inverted repeats, mPIF was classified by the authors as a typical Tourist-like MITE element. Furthermore, mPIFs share terminal and subterminal regions with other PIF elements. This puts them in a common category of deletion products derived from larger PIFs (Fig. 1) . Finally, they appear to use the same 9-bp target as other PIFs, with an approximate consensus CWCTTAGWG (C 77 W 58 C 77 T 97 T 91 A 97 G 52 W 68 G 61 ) where W stands for either A or T (Fig. 1) . Based on the average frequency of a 9-bp oligonucleotide, the authors estimate that there are about 10,000 such targets in the maize genome. However, given the degenerate character of the target this number is likely to be around four times larger. Moreover, there is additional flexibility in target selection by mPIFs caused by low sequence conservation outside the middle TTA region of the target. Therefore, only a fraction of potential targets may be occupied by the 6,000 or so mPIF elements in maize.
The 9-bp target resembles an imperfect palindrome, which may be of more general significance. For example, the 8-bp TSDs generated by mammalian hAT transposons are often palindromic (12) . However, unlike in haTs, only the internal 3-bp TTA portion of the target undergoes duplication in the case of PIFs. It will be interesting to determine whether TSDs in other DNA transposons are also a part of larger targets.
Classification of mPIFs as Tourist-like PIFs brings back the question of whether or not MITEs should be viewed as a distinct group of elements, different from other nonautonomous DNA transposons. The major defining feature of MITEs is their short length, comparable with that of short interspersed nuclear elements. Nevertheless, MITEs include only Tourist-like and Stowaway-like short elements with 3-bp and 2-bp TSDs, respectively. The short elements with TSDs different from those in Touristand Stowaway-type elements are arbitrarily excluded by this definition. Following the spirit of the superfamily reunion, MITEs probably should be reunited with other short class II nonautonomous DNA transposons into a single biological category.
Short DNA transposons as well as short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) tend to be more abundant in eukaryotes than the long ones. One explanation of this phenomenon is that shorter insertions may have less impact on host phenotype and, for this reason, are more easily tolerated. Indeed, short TEs including MITEs and SINEs appear to be associated with gene-rich rather than with gene-poor regions (10, 19, 20) . However, Southern blot analysis of mPIFs (8) indicates that the abundance may be species-specific as much as transposonspecific. Therefore, the abundance of short nonautonomous TEs is a dynamic outcome resulting from a combination of different factors and may, to some extent, be even controlled by the host (8, 20) .
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